
Public Comment to read at TRPA 3.25.2020: Governing Board agenda item #IV

Good-day.  These comments are submitted by Carole Black a resident of Incline Village, NV.  

I would like to provide public comment regarding the current Coronavirus pandemic as it intersects with 
life here at Tahoe.   I applaud the many interventions implemented this past week re Covid-19. In 
addition, I offer several recommendations based on identified issues and interventions implemented 
and/or recommended elsewhere.  Given the information found on line, every Covid-19 case will infect 
approximately 2.8 others who will in turn each infect more.  Thus every case avoided is a significant 
important opportunity and every preventive action taken now is critically important! 

So what are current priority considerations re Covid-19 and Travel/Tourist Impacts at Tahoe? 

In the Tahoe basin area there is increased risk related to individuals driving/arriving from nearby highly 
impacted areas.  The Bay area has imposed a “shelter in place” order to contain spread and we are but a 

short drive away!  Yet there is apparently no identification or tracking process in place to screen or track 
appropriate quarantine activity for sick folks or their contacts driving into the Tahoe area.  

Several of us have heard of transient visitors coming from high risk areas especially this week, some 
apparently ill. Thus, and in the context of the reportedly limited local testing to date, it seems reasonable 
to assume that current reports of "no/few cases at the lake" are likely unreliable.  

Potential interventions to limit further case incidence and spread will be important and include: 

1) Require warning comments and restrictive notices on all governmental and tourist-serving websites 
regarding the Tahoe Basin area.  Many web sites for tourist areas nationally have already posted such 
warnings and several Tahoe area websites already display pages about closures and risks admonishing 
travelers to “stay home.”  This messaging should be expanded to all similar websites for all jurisdictions 
around/near the lake.  In addition, website pages extolling the joys of the remaining available potential 
activities only serve to either confuse tourists or encourage visits and should be removed for now.

2) Restrict hotels, etc and all forms of “Transient Lodging” (for example, as listed in WCC Chapter 25 and
including STRs):  As best I can tell, CA and NV do not yet require hotel, motel, STR, etc closure.  To 
protect the community and tourists who might otherwise optimistically but unwittingly travel to this high 
risk/low resource area, action is needed NOW to require all lodging facilities in the Tahoe tourist region to 
implement rigorous limitations temporarily restricting tourist and non-essential business stays..

Heavily touristed areas around the country have restricted/closed lodging facilities - hotels, motels, etc and
including STRs.  Examples include Breckenridge, CO; Miami Beach,FL and the Florida Keys.  In 
addition, several national parks including Yosemite and many beaches have closed. 

3. STRs require urgent action: In addition to attracting visitors to our area high risk and poorly resourced
area, please recall that STRs have NO requirements for cleaning or sanitation and there are virtually no 
sanitizing supplies currently available for private purchase. Further, occupancy levels in STRs exceed that
of average residences making distancing challenging especially if an occupant becomes ill or has an 
exposure.

“Self-policing” of STRs either from a rental or appropriate precaution or quarantine perspective will 
almost certainly be insufficient putting residents, renters and our limited local health care capacity at 
increased risk. I thus encourage addressing by implementing emergency monitoring/restrictions ASAP 
including closure of STR rentals during this period of rampant viral spread. 



4. Health screenings at entry points into the Tahoe Basin: There are limited access points into the 
geographic area.  Given the elevated risk profile based on proximity of nearby very high risk areas and 
our local area’s limited resources , travel restrictions should be considered. Visitors and returning 
residents entering the area could be screened at the few road entry points with turn-around or other 
appropriate intervention for tourists exhibiting concerning history, symptoms or signs as is occurring in 
airports. Returning residents and/or residents’ immediate family members arriving to assist them, 
similarly screened, could be directed to appropriate interventions and monitored.

Perhaps jurisdictions around the lake could band together with a series of restrictive 
regulations/enforcement?  Cars are checked for chain control when indicated – what about considering 
health/symptom screens now?

The BOTTOM LINE: A public health catastrophe related to excess tourism in the Tahoe Basin at this time
will not be of benefit to residents, tourists or the long-term tourism industry/area economy.  Reasonable 
restrictions as noted above are the appropriate steps and the right thing to do.  We look to TRPA to take a 
leadership role in facilitating and coordinating appropriate responses of all constituent entities around the
lake at this time of unprecedented risk.

Thank you.

Note: <800 words



Public Comment to read at TRPA 3.25.2020: RPIC agenda item #1 or Governing Board agenda item #XIII

Good-day.  These comments are submitted by Carole Black a resident of Incline Village, NV:  

I would like to provide public comment regarding the proposed Washoe County Tahoe Area Plan 
and related STR Ordinance which will be considered by this committee at upcoming meetings.  I 
have also submitted more detailed written comments with illustrative slides to be included in the 
written Public Comment document for this meeting which I hope you will review and consider.  
In addition, we’ll return with more detail when the topics are formally agendized.   

The currently proposed WC Tahoe Area Plan and related STR Ordinance represent an intense 
effort and encompass broad change with impacts anticipated for many years to come.  
Nonetheless, there are significant concerns in two major categories: process and content.  

First PROCESS:  The Tahoe Area Plan is a long, complex document which has undergone major 
revision in the last few weeks. For a document of this size, complexity, import and implication, 
the level of public commentary opportunity provided to date has been insufficient. Though there 
has been much prior community discussion over may years, there has been only one noticed public 
meeting since major revisions began late October, and none to address the current version.  By 
comparison, in another jurisdiction where I own property, a comparable planning process was 
undertaken via chapter by chapter review over many months in working sessions with extensive public 
input and discussion. 

Next CONTENT: While there is much very positive content included in the extensive documents, 
there are priority content concerns in the categories listed below:

First, the Area Plan presentation at the single public meeting was inaccurate obscuring major 
proposed changes.  Specifically, though there are in fact major changes in zoning approach as well as in 
concepts and programs included in the proposal, an inaccurate statement was repeatedly made at the 
public meeting and included in the document: "there are no zoning changes [except a few related to 
Fairway and Ponderosa areas]."  This is simply incorrect and misleading!   

In addition, the proposals include content which is misleading and/or incomplete.  Examples 
include:

1. The Tahoe Area Plan as drafted obscures major zoning changes resulting from the de facto 
adoption of TRPA zoning even though existing WC classification is more restrictive and therefore
“compatible with TRPA.”  In addition, the interplay of proposed changes with other code elements is 
not addressed.  For example, proposed changes would negate WCC imposed "Transient Lodging" 
penalties for an STR renter who provides false rental information - a restriction which might help to avoid
a mishap such as occurred in Orinda last fall.   

2. Incorrect assumptions are included regarding Area Occupancy in both the  Area Plan and STR
Ordinance: Only residents are considered and added occupancy impacts of transient tourists/visitors are 
omitted.  Tourists have substantially increased area occupancy particularly during busy seasons with 
more vehicles and people crowding the area.  Impacts are thus not projected correctly re Safety and the 
Environment as well as impacts on housing supply.   



3. Neighborhood character is mentioned throughout both documents, yet conflicting perspectives 
appear:  The STR Ordinance presents STR Tier levels for permitting which do not align with actual 
resident occupancy and will therefore potentially adversely impact neighbors without any ability to 
directly respond at the permitting decision point.  Further there are no STR density or intensity 
regulations nor is "buffering" between residents and other uses which might have mitigated impacts 
considered.

4. Prioritized Area Plan projects and policies do not reliably address root cause: The most 
prominent examples are Transportation and Parking. There is much emphasis on trails, paths, and public 
transport systems - yet no attention to the underlying root cause of added occupancy with congestion from
transient tourism bringing more people and vehicles with adverse impacts on safety and the environment. 
A comprehensive Area Occupancy Plan is needed with matching emergency services capability and 
evacuation capacity.

5. The Area Plan and STR Ordinance fail to fully address public health/safety risks: If the 
unnecessary adoption of TRPA zoning proceeds as proposed, STRs will escape public health regulations 
applied to all other forms of Transient Lodging with similar characteristics and risks. The alternative of 
designating STRs as Transient Lodging as already noted in WCC Chapter 25 avoids this gap while still 
allowing in residential areas with permitting requirements like other forms of Transient Lodging.  Focus 
areas include sanitation, pest/vectors and sharps/biohazardous waste, etc.  Coronavirus recommendations 
raise added concern.

6. There is a lack of robust, timely measurement. The Area Plan largely relies on TRPA measurement 
which, though robust and academically based, is infrequent.  To understand impacts of changes and 
develop any required interim interventions, more frequent, focused measurement is required.  Further, 
the impacts of the recent rampant growth in STRs with area occupancy impacts has yet to be seen given 
TRPA's measurement schedule.  Thus the environmental impacts of the added people and vehicles related 
to STR growth need to be explicitly assessed with a formal EIS and now!

MY CONCLUSION: These documents, WC Tahoe Area Olan and STR Ordinance, as currently 
drafted include concepts and details which are of significant concern to me, my family and other 
residents.  As occurred with the draft STR Ordinance recently considered by the WC BOC, I 
believe that the proposed Tahoe Area Plan is also "not ready" for approval at currently drafted, 
requiring more detailed review and open public/community input and consideration.  Hopefully, 
significant revision will occur before these documents reach you.  I hope that this overview of 
current priority concerns will be helpful as you consider the final draft documents in future 
meetings. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Note: Total <950 words
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I am still playing catch-up. In researching recent information that provides clarity of the issues as 

related to the necessary mitigations established/negotiated and performance metrics that must 

be met to ensure zero net VMT for the proposed Event Center I have provided refresher info for 

all to review. 

Cart before the horse Main Street Management Plan first then Event Center is the logical course 

of action and approval in providing the microtransit requirement to be fulfilled for mitigation to 

succeed along with the paid parking requirement. 

Necessary funding of the Main Street Management Program coincides with achieving some of 

the proposed mitigations for the Event Center and mitigation success using adaptive 

management. Identifying that funding/sources is crucial. 

2015 Information 

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-

Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf  19 pages 

The consultant will refine the preferred alternative as necessary based on feedback and consult 

with TTD to integrate the property and improvements ownership, management, and funding 

plan (section 1.5 of the TRPA Permit Condition 3B) into the alternative

 

I am requesting the applicant or TTD provide an up to date summary/spreadsheet identifying all 

secured funds/sources as well as all unsecured proposed FHWA, other grants, possibly 

Douglas County, etc. funds expected to be obtained to adequately fund the project. 

Example: Was/Is a Build Grant from FHWA part of this requested funding stream? I believe the 

deadline for this grant round is July 15, 2020?  And how much was requested?  

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf
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https://www.trpa.org/document/projects-plans/  October 2018 Final EIR/EIS/EIS 

 

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/US-50-0-Summary.pdf   108 pages 

Page 1 Summary 

 

Page 2 

 

https://www.trpa.org/document/projects-plans/
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/US-50-0-Summary.pdf
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Page 14 

 

Pages 16/17 
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I find these statements to be curiously similar to the potential impacts stated in the Event Center 

but an Environmental Assessment was approved after the Initial Checklist.  

Should an EIS still be considered the correct analysis method based on potentially adverse 

changes for the purposes of NEPA and adaptive management criteria needing a couple of years 

to tested for accuracy and adjustments?  

As well as I’m always skeptical about the potential for mitigating away “significant and 

unavoidable” impacts. The same roads, intersections, parking and microtransit will be used by 

the Event Center. Actually, adding to the roadway usage just to park a vehicle. 

 

Page 31 

 

This is also another funding resource required that has yet to be identified. And is also identified 

as Potentially Significant (PS). Will Douglas County be expected to supplement infrastructure 

funding for the potential of utility relocation? Where do those funds come from if not Douglas 

County? 
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Pages 37/38 

 

 

Opening Day is no longer 2020. Is a correction to the approved 2018 Final documentation 

required to reflect opening day in 202x?   

2020 Opening Day is mentioned on several more pages. 
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Pages 47/48 

 

Prediction of beneficial impacts and attaining the regional total VMT threshold for the “2040 

Design Year” cannot be made until adaptive management identification of proposed mitigations 

are analyzed. I know this was a 2018 approved environmental document but without the Event 

Center.  Another reason to revisit this 2018 approval as the Main Street Management Plan has 

not been implemented. 
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Pages 50/51  

 

 

 

Please provide the calculation and amount that will be generated by the Air Quality Mitigation 

Fund in accordance with TRPA Code and fee schedule as well as previous request of noted 

Federal Transportation Act Funds or possible Build Grant, etc. funding in a summary and 

spreadsheet that is up to date. 
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Pages 51/52 

 

 

This scenic assessment is somewhat correct for the Main Street program not necessarily the 

Event Center. At best, scenic assessment of the Event Center structures imposing size versus a 

parking lot is subjective. Again, an EIR/EIS would be more appropriate for the Event Center as 

the analysis would further explore scenic where the Environmental Assessment isn’t required to 

provide this much detail for scenic assessment.  
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This information is from the Environmental Asssessment for the Event Center 

Page 6 of scenic assessment 

 

https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/H_Events_Center_Scenic_Evaluation_report.pdf 

So, the applicant found loop-holes.  Scenic analysis is always somewhat subjective.  So, a flat 

parking lot versus a high-rise that clearly is a visual change from the existing condition doesn’t 

have to be analyzed. And by-the-way the new event center does block mountain views headed 

toward SR 207 

 

https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/H_Events_Center_Scenic_Evaluation_report.pdf
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One could deduce from this statement “The overall effect is a visually cluttered and confusing 

environment….”  By adding the large-scale Event Center further clutters the visual acuity. 
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Non-attainment of Unit 32. 
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Furthermore, this statement applies “The overall effect is a visually cluttered and confusing 

environment….”   Add “avoid the tunnel-like effect” of the large-scale Event Center more clutter. 

No real architectural changes have been made by the outward appearance of the Casinos.  

Power lines gone are an improvement but adding the large-scale Event Center “clutters” the 

scenic acuity. 
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This is photo simulation with depiction of the Event Center in this scenic report showing the 

blockage of a mountain view as seen while driving. Nice the light standards are gone but so is 

the mountain view. 
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Back to funding sources.  This depiction shows the proposed roundabout.  Please identify 

secured and unsecured funding sources for the round-about. 

 

https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Agenda-Item-No.-XII.A-MSMP-Staff-Report.pdf 

The Staff report dated March 18, 2020 is 3 pages long and no updated information on funding 

has been provided. The Tahoe Transportation District is lead. Please have staff provide funding 

status as requested. 

TTD should be able to provide information to staff before the meeting or be avaialble to answer 

questions ant the meeting. 

 

https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Agenda-Item-No.-XII.A-MSMP-Staff-Report.pdf
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I stated with 2015 now fast-forward to January 2019 Revised March 2019 

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-

Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf 

In conjunction with the South Shore Community Revitalization Plan  

 

Funding is a KEY ISSUE to the Effectiveness of the Adaptive Management Plan. 

 

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Main-Street-Management-Plan-Work-Plan_REVISED_051519.pdf
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And/or Partner agency ????  Douglas County ???? TRPA ????  Need up to date funding 

secured and unsecured.  Yes, I’m repeating myself. 
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Presentation to the Nevada Legisltive Oversight Committee for TRPA ( and Marlette Lake Water 

Syatem) on March 12, 2020 
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Please have the applicant of the Event Center explain the potential design constraints and has 

the design been reduced to 4200 seats for concerts? The applicant mentioned to the Senators 

(Ratti, Parks, Kleckhefer), Assemblywomen (Peters and Jaurequi), Assemblyman Kramer, 

League Counsel and policy analyst and members of the public that 6000 seats was determined 

to not be viable with design constraints.  Applicant hoping for 5000 seats where the presentation 

states 4200. 

 

I’ll close as I’ve gotten my point across sufficiently.  There are too many unknown funding issues 

before Douglas County should support and commit $34.25 million in taxpayer (RDA) dollars. 
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Burden of Proof: Many Unknowns 

There are many e-mails, a press release, etc. circulating about the upcoming March 25, 2020 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency Governing Board meeting. 

The public and agencies need to be assured that all meetings have had proper notification:    

on-line, in newspapers, at libraries, post offices, etc. about the use of webinar for the March 25, 

2020 Tahoe Regional Planning Agency Governing Board meeting. 

Please provide a paper trail of where the meetings and webinar information were posted by date 

and location. And what the requirement for postings are: i.e. how many days for each type of 

posting. 

I visited the TRPA web on March 19 and found instructions for the webinar.   

I am not sure and do not recall finding information about webinar in Tahoe Daily Tribune or 

other newspaper outlets. 

Is there a possibility that this meeting should be cancelled due to improper noticing? 

I have stated and will continue to state this is extraordinary times that require extraordinary 

measures but rules are rules and processes must be followed.   
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This was provided to me by TRPA staff on March 20, 2020 along with a flyer. 
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https://www.trpa.org/governing-board-documents-march-25-2020/ 
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This flyer/notification has no date but as stated was provided to me March 20, 2020. 
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When might the webinar information been posted in the newspapers? 
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No mention of webinar 
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The Events Center agenda item should be tabled and rescheduled until the Tahoe Regional 

Planning Agency (TRPA) Governing Board members weigh-in on this project as anticipated to 

be heard at their March 2020 meeting.  Many of the Governing Board members expressed 

concerns about the VMT issues. 

 

This money WHICH SHOULD BE USED for the benefit of LOCAL police, fire protection, schools 

countywide, etc. is now being reserved largely for the benefit of the multi-billion-dollar mega 

corporations that largely make up the casino corridor, and must be reconsidered. Why these 

huge corporations would need to take $110,000,000 + from the people of Douglas County is 

beyond my comprehension!   

With the passing of Senate Bill 461 in July 2019, a $5.00 tourism surcharge is being collected to 

fund such things like the event center. This is a sufficient DEDICATED funding source already 

being collected in the tune of approximately $4.4 million per year/$132 million over 30 years. 

A vast majority of Douglas County’s residents live in the valley and participation at both 

meetings being held at the lake is less likely and to obviously point out on back-to-back days. 

The, yet to be released, TRPA agenda will surely be packed as well as the BOCC agenda thus 

community members again will be less likely to wait hours in these marathon meeting to have 

their voices briefly heard. 

The BOCC refused to put this disastrous taxpayer rip-off to a vote of the people at the June 20, 

2019 Board meeting.  With the potential upcoming approval, taxpayers may be holding the bag 

for millions of dollars instead of the multi-billion-dollar mega corporations that should be footing 

the bills.  

 I am happy to say a citizens group is circulating referendum petitions to put this issue on the 

ballot for this year’s elections. Every registered voter should sign this non-partisan petition so all 

are equally heard from and not just the minority that attend meetings. 

 

I was not surprised that the January  22, 2020 meeting reflecting 14 pages of  comments from 

the Dec 2019 meeting came mostly from supporters (Lisa Deleon, Destination Tahoe Meetings 

& Events, Corinna Osborne, Edgewood, Tom Fortune, Heavenly Resort, John Cahill,Hard Rock, 

Stacy Noyes, Lakeside Inn & Casino, John Packer, Harrah’s and Harvey’s, Carol Chaplin, 

Tahoe Douglas Visitors Authority, Jerry Bindel, Forest Suites Resort, Bill Cottrell, Lake Tahoe 

Resort Hotel, etc.)    

Clearly this proposed large-scale event center, with possibility of significant and unavoidable 

impacts, and assumption versus analysis-based (on traffic alone) should require this project to 

be an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) and not the less stringent/less analysi required 

Environmental Assessment (EA).  

The EA has not sufficiently analyzed cumulative traffic impacts.  An EIS must be drafted to 

ensure environmental impacts are properly mitigated to the fullest extent possible and impact 

studies conducted for real-time traffic cumulative impacts of existing conditions today.  
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VMT knows NO BOUNDARIES. Statelines are just that, a line, which VMT crosses 24/7. VMT is 

a huge consideration that cannot be taken lightly.   

Is the LSC traffic analysis adequate based on Governing Board Member comments and Peer 

Review? Proposed paid parking requirements and microtransit usage are only assumptions 

when stating achievement of reduced VMT. 

(GB Member) Jim Lawrence “As the project moves forward, it’s important in the context of 

Tahoe and this project to be able to articulate in the analysis whatever the assumptions are 

regarding the VMT reduction with the pad parking, it needs to demonstrate how the analysis 

was Tahoe specific as opposed to general nationwide industry standard. Mr. Feldman agreed 

and said that is a tough order.” 

(TRPA staff member) Mr. Nielsen “said the analysis does include a general reduction for paid 
parking. Then there are local factors that are considered which doesn’t have a lot of data about 
local factors. It does include an adjustment for local factors. The peer review said that needed 
some refinement.” 
 
(GB Member) Mr. Shute “said as co-chair of the stakeholder group doing Main Street 
Management Plan, they could be done in a few months.  And the fact that they won’t be is not 
because of their work. Mr. Shute said the key for him on this project is offsetting the VMT. There 
will be people coming in the shoulder seasons that wouldn’t be here otherwise and that will 
generate traffic. The link there is the Main Street Management Plan and the parking 
management plan that are not done.” 
 
The approval of this EA (which should be an EIS)  should come back to the Governing Board 
once the Main Street Management Plan is completed in a coupleof months to ensure 
consistency and ability for adaptive management plans to be drafted. 
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Gavin Feiger, League to Save Lake Tahoe “said they’ve heard a lot of comments today about 
economics. With a six page staff report it’s hard for them to gauge the environmental impacts of 
the project. They don’t have a stance yet but are looking forward to seeing the traffic analysis 
and the assumptions that went into that along with the peer review…. There’s some great stuff 
they’ve seen in the brief materials but looking forward to seeing the environmental analysis and 
a more extensive analysis depending on what that comes out with.” 
 

 

In the United States, there was continuous growth in VMT in all 50 states until 2008 when 

growth leveled off due to the economic downturn. An upward growth trend had returned by 

2014. There are various means of forecasting VMT available. The literature revealed three 

primary types of data-based methods for estimating and forecasting VMT:•Traffic-count-based 

methods.•Socioeconomic-data-based methods.•Travel demand forecasting models. The 

literature also revealed several quantitative and statistical techniques for estimating and 

forecasting VMT. These include trend/growth factor methods, time series analysis, and 

regression analysis. The end users of VMT estimates and forecasts typically include state 

departments of transportation, state environmental agencies, transportation/environmental 

consultants, and regional planning organizations. These agencies use VMT primarily for 

transportation planning and emission analyses.  

(https://static.tti.tamu.edu/tti.tamu.edu/documents/PRC-15-40-F.pdf) 

 

 

https://static.tti.tamu.edu/tti.tamu.edu/documents/PRC-15-40-F.pdf
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The CA AG weighed-in on VMT September 2016. The first six pages of 19 should provide 

enough information to ascertain the severity of the VMT issues back in 2016.  Now add  

cumaltive impacts of all the projects approved and/or built since this letter was issued.  
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The proposed Event Center IS REQUIRED to use TRPA’s standards. 
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Both Martis Valley West and Squaw Valley subsequently agreed to pay approximately 

$445K each as contributions to improve transit. How have these dollars been utilitized? 

Provide specific studies, projects etc. 

 

TRPA legal Counsel has also weighed-in with a comment on VMT in the Tahoe Basin. 

According to TRPA’s General Counsel, based on increased traffic counts, it is assumed that the 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency’s VMT threshold stndard is no longer in attainment. 

Therefore, any increase in VMT in the Tahoe Basin is expected to contribute to violation of the 

TRPA  threshold.   

8/28/2019, TRPA Regional Plan Implementation Committee meeting: 

This cannot be confirmed until TRPA’s transportation model has been updated, which is expect

ed in 2020.  However, TRPA has been informing project applicants that projects can’t increase 

VMT for this reason.   

 

VMT is a huge consideration that cannot be taken lightly.  The League to Save Lake Tahoe 

voiced concerns during this process. They generated a study in 2016 associated with VMT 

coming into the basin from a proposed project in Martis Valley. The analysis stated the basin is 

within 3% of exceedance.  Since then more projects have been approved and a real-time basin-

wide VMT culmulatve analysis must be performed. Bill Yeates asked the 64 thousand-dollar 

question? Which project puts us over? 

From the Martis Valley West Specific Plan project 
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As stated by TRPA GB Members at the January 2020 meeting:  modeling not  based upon 

Tahoe Specific is problematic and should be based on more suitable information related to 

Tahoe specifically and not comparison data from other studies in Colorado, etc. Tahoe is unique 

and yes data difficult to compare this project to but with that said, over-densifying an area 

should not be the answer to economic deficit.  

 

 

Who will be responsible (and how often)  for monitoring and assessing the need for adapative 

measures and/or additional mitigations?  
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As stated in recent Douglas County Board of Commissioners meetings they are trying to 

eliminate the use of a Tahoe facility and/or pay less than $50K a year. To further support the 

assessment of not using a Tahoe facility and taking millions from the tax roll is Senator 

Settlemeyers comment:  Senator Settlemeyer, Senate District  17 representing Douglas, Lyon, 

Storey and Churchill Once we bring the people to Tahoe, then Tahoe will sell itself….  Senator 

Settlemeyer said in 1986, 70 percent of the property taxes in Douglas County were generated at 

Lake Tahoe. Now it’s 36 precent. The district lines have changed and with redistricting coming 

up, it will happen again.  
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TRPA Code provides a path to acknowledging the Event Center should be ananlyzed as an EIS 

 

The examples for exempt projects make sense the Event Center proposal does not. A brief 

discussion is not appropriate. This project must require more detailed analysis due to the sheer 

size, anticipated traffic impacts which will be difficult to mitigate appropriately based on 

assumptions and no real criteria for specfic traffic models, dynamic scenic changes, etc. This 

points out several reason for this project to be analyzed under an EIS. 
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Discussions as noted in the EA code should not replace detailed analysis requirements. 

 

 

This comes down to making the necessary Findings as defined in  Chapter 4 of TRPA Code 
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Additional information on the League’s position on VMT in 2016 
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https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/H_Events_Center_Scenic_Evaluation_report.pdf 

Scenic Assessment 

Parking: Existing parking for MontBleu totals 1,494 parking spaces (including all surface and 

garage lots). The Events Center proposes to reorganize the surface parking areas and would 

reduce the number of available spaces by 468. 

Common sense tells us by adding a large event center venue additional parking will be required 

not a reduction as proposed. 

As part of the 2012 TRPA RPU process, TRPA identified potentially significant scenic impacts 
related to increasing building heights in community centers (including the High Density Tourist 
District). TRPA adopted scenic mitigation measure 3.9-1b to require no net increase in visual 
prominence for redevelopment of existing high-rise structures in the High Density Tourist 
District. Because the Events Center project does  not include redevelopment of an existing high-
rise structure, mitigation measure 3.9-1b does not apply to the Project. The following standards 
are applicable to the scenic analysis of the Events Center project.• The Events Center is not 
subject to the scenic findings in TRPA Code Section 37.7 –specifically Sections37.7.16 (Finding 

https://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/H_Events_Center_Scenic_Evaluation_report.pdf
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16 –Three-or Four-Story Buildings in Town Centers and Three-to Six-Story Buildings in the 
Regional Center) and 37.7.17 (Finding 17 –Redevelopment in High Density Tourist District 
within Existing Visual Prominence) and the findings identified therein do not apply to the 
proposed Events Center in the High Density Tourist District of the South Shore Area Plan. 
•Maximum permissible height for a new Events Center building in the High Density Tourist 
District of the South Shore Area Plan is 95 feet. •The Events Center is subject to the 80/20 
standard set forth in Section 2.1.17 of the TRPA Design Standards and Guidelines. Section 
2.1.17 of the Design Standards and Guidelines states "The travel route of Hwy 50 has a ‘canyon 
effect’ because the existing tower structures are located too close together with inadequate 
setbacks. Within a given property, eighty percent of the buildings fronting Hwy 50 shall not 
exceed 56 feet in height when an existing building or buildings are being replaced within 100 
feet of the right-of-way. Twenty percent of the building or buildings frontage may be constructed 
to a maximum height of 95 feet.” •The  Events Center is subject to the applicable standard that 
projects shall maintain or improve the scenic quality ratings for scenic resource units, roadway 
units or shoreline units as specified in Code Chapter 66. 
 

Comments on the 2018 EA Draft  

These previous comments during 2018 scoping are still appropriate. 

 

1). Alternatives to the Proposed Project “My devil’s advocate comment on the whole thing is 

why they even need the events center: the casinos have huge ballrooms that can and should be 

used for concerts and performing arts events. Can’t they redesign those within the existing 

footprint? Those ballrooms go empty so much of the time, so we really need another events 

center?” (Dondra Biller) 

2). Purpose and Need and Project Objectives…. addresses the need to strengthen the 
economic health of Douglas County and its townships through promotion and development of 
tourism and economic redevelopment. Revenue generated by the transient occupancy tax is 
designated for studies and actual development toward this goal. This goal is very broad and 
non-restrictive. True, the South Shore of Lake Tahoe currently lacks a year-round venue, but 
the Douglas County Board of County Commissioners have not concluded within the referenced 
Douglas County Codes that such a venue is necessary. The commissioners only state, “All 
funds collected will be used to increase and support special events and tourism related 
venues...” The proposed South Shore Events Center is within the scope of the code, but has not 
been identified as the singular solution. The narrative of the scoping document steers the dialog 
down one path and implies that alternative proposals, such as other than an events center or 
even an events center at a different site, have already been considered, dismissed and are no 
longer under consideration.                               

 

 

Topic of discussion: Desired Condition. References: 2a) Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

Regional Plan adopted June 06, 2016, Chapter 2, Land Use Element, Policy LU (Land Use) -

1.1; 2b) Douglas County, Nevada, South Shore Area Plan, adopted by TRPA on September 25, 

2013, Section on Phase I: South Shore Area Plan, sub-section High Density Tourist District; 2d) 

Douglas County, Nevada, Master Plan Drafted October 2014 (and awaiting TRPA approval), 
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Section on Phase I: South Shore Area Plan, sub-section High Density Tourist District. The 

description of the desired condition is repeated verbatim below from the scoping notice. The text 

in italicized, larger font is the topic of discussion. DESIRED CONDITION: The desired condition 

is a high-quality public assembly and entertainment venue for residents and visitors to the south 

shore of Lake Tahoe. There is also a desire to reinvent the built environment....2a) Comments: 

The desire for a high-quality venue is inconsistent with the approved objectives stated in each of 

References (2a) through (2c).An extract from Reference 2(a) is repeated below: THE PRIMARY 

FUNCTION OF THE REGION SHALL BE AS A MOUNTAIN RECREATION AREA WITH 

OUTSTANDING SCENIC AND NATURAL VALUES. From References 2(b) and 2(c), 

addressing the area bounded by the Casino Core Area and the lower Kingsbury area, and 

therefore applicable to the proposed events center, the plans state, The objective is to transform 

the area into a world class recreational tourist destination, which will include... All 

redevelopment projects in the High Density Tourist District will be evaluated to ensure 

consistency with these overall objectives.2b) Proposed Resolution -As approved and slightly 

restated from above, all redevelopment projects in the High Density Tourist District shall be 

evaluated to ensure consistency with the overall objectives. TRPA and Douglas County should 

review the proposed events center for compliance with its own established objectives.  

It is not apparent how a public assembly area and entertainment venue qualifies as a world 

class recreation destination while showcasing the beauty that is Lake Tahoe. The plans for the 

events center should either be abandoned for non-compliance, or the regional plans and South 

Shore plans should be modified to support the creation of an events center.” (John Jay) 

 

3). NEPA and TRPA Requirements “1. NEPA requires TRPA to accurately analyze the potential 

impact of the project on TRPA’s vehicle miles traveled threshold standard. An Environmental 

Assessment (“EA”) is intended to provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining 

whether to prepare an environmental impact statement or a “finding of no significant impact” 

(“FONSI”). In evaluating the significance of a proposal for agency actions, the EA should focus 

on the context and intensity of effects that may significantly impact the quality of the human 

environment. Thus, in order to issue a FONSI TRPA must properly conclude that the Project will 

not “have a significant effect on the human environment.  

Here, it is unclear how TRPA may properly make such a finding without a complete and 

accurate analysis of VMT based on current conditions. The Bi-State Compact requires TRPA to 

adopt environmental threshold carrying capacities for the region and to make findings prior to 

project approval that the Project “will not cause the adopted environmental threshold carrying 

capacities of the region to be exceeded. (League to Save Lake Tahoe) 
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From the December 2019 meeting: A key element in completing the environmental assessment 

was to ensure that project mitigations and conditions are clearly written, effective at reducing 

impacts, and enforceable over the long term. That statement begs the question: Is enforceability 

and assumptions without identified criteria/analysis viable? 

As part of the EIS, appropriate fire, law enforcement, other agencies would weigh-in.  Have 

those agencies been consulted and are there any published comments?  

Mr. Feldman said people don’t construct event centers to make money from them. It could 

operate at a loss and be a huge success. They expect that it will start at a loss but over time, 

the forecast is that it will break even and potentially make some money. The economic magic is 

to the rest of the community, not as an independent profit center.   

Again, why should the taxpayers be held fiscally accountable by throwing good money at bad? 

Reminder a small-scale project known as BLUE GO bus. 

As the staff report states: This will be paid for by tax increment financing through the 
redevelopment area (RDA) in Douglas County. One percent of the lodging license fee which 
flows to the Tahoe Douglas Visitors Authority would be pledged for bonds and the balance 
would be made up by what was recently adopted by the State of Nevada; the $5.00 per night, 
room night surcharge. That would generate sufficient revenue to construct the facility.  I ask that 
the Governing Board REMOVE the tax increment RDA revenue stream as the $5.00 per night 
room surcharge will generate approximately $4.4 million a month which should be adequate and 
let the taxpayers, off the hook. 
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The reality check here is you don’t really know what people are going to do.  Even at 50/50 paid 
parking or microtransit use there should be analysis above and beyond the requirements of an 
EA. The EA did not sufficiently provide that criteria or analysis. 
 




